
CHAPTER 04 

THE MEETING 

Anne follows Jayce quiet and distrusting outside, but scared inside. The confidence 

that the human is putting in a giant Pokémon is going beyond the life. He trusts too much 

in a giant creature that can make the massacre on the easier way. 

Raboot was quiet at sea watching the infinite horizon and wondering the depth that his 

giant feet can arrive. They say that the ocean is unknown and full of biggest mysteries 

that nobody can discover; maybe neither a legend can describe in perfection the 

profundity of ocean where secret creatures and treasures can be found. His attention 

changed when began seeing a man waving while the other follows, what made the giant 

rabbit sketches a stoic expression – even with the cloth covering the mouth. Raboot began 

moving his giant feet and provoking loud and strong earthquakes that the impression is 

the mountains falling in big pieces of rocks, rolling, dragging and devastating the grass 

and the beautiful house, even if his footprints are symbol of destruction. Raboot walks 

fast by the size and is seeing Jayce waving with a smile, what made the giant expresses a 

smirk at face – even with a scarf or shirt covering the mouth. 

Jayce approaches at distance where they are very close; they had to lift their heads to 

see clearly the giant Raboot’s face looking at them with a pinch of doubt of what would 

happen with them. Anne is amazed by the size of rabbit at point to wishes to go out from 

there the faster possible. 

– He is really incredible, don’t you think? – he said with a smile and eyes watching 

the rabbit, looking like to ignore the Anne’s presence. She looks at him confused with 

such weird declaration. 

– What are you saying? He’s a giant Raboot. Do you think trustful? 

– Of course that is. He is our friend. 

Difficult to believe that a giant rabbit, someone that has strength to destroy cities and 

eat everyone, can be a friend. The sizes differences don’t help in nothing. 

To demonstrate confidence in a suicidal situation, Jayce steps forward until approaches 

at distance that the contact between them are possible of touches, even Anne watching 

scared. It’s difficult for Anne seeing the Jayce expression that is a pure and crazy smile, 



knowingly and excitedly to see the giant friend. Raboot sees that the human is close 

enough to lift his left paw and let the young appreciates the view and the best that he 

brought for him. Jayce approaches enough to stay under the giant paw and watches 

wonderfully the sole, what is letting Anne more confused and scared. She is discovering 

that Jayce is as crazy as her friends with weird fetishes. 

– What are you doing? – Anne shouted very confused. – Do you want to rub under a 

paw? 

– It’s alright – he comforts the despair. – He is good. 

Difficult to trust that a giant rabbit can be someone of good heart. Jayce is close enough 

of giant paw, rubbing his face under the sole that can be dirty or clean by the water of sea, 

but nothing is completely rose smell. Raboot has the sure what to do in next: with Jayce 

close enough under his paw, Raboot just moved down and stomped on his human friend, 

making a noise not so loud, but enough to put Anne in scream and despair. 

– What did you do? You killed Jayce! 

Anne didn’t move because of immense shock and looked up to see the expression of 

supposed friend; Raboot is a little uncomfortable by what he did and he didn’t wonder to 

put one friend in fear like that. Anne was in thought in what to do if escapes or die from 

him, between the paw or the mouth, between the sound of seas and giggles. 

Really giggles. Anne didn’t believe that was hearing it, but she could hear someone 

giggling and it isn’t the Pokémon – if they laugh; incredibly, the moans come from under 

rabbit paw. Raboot lifts his paw and sees under it Jayce alive, unharmed and enjoying the 

weight that the giant puts over his little and insignificant body. 

How he survived, is part of mystery that nobody has head to explain. Just the fetishes 

are made to happen. 

Anne ran scared until her friend, but with several doubts piercing her head by Jayce’s 

behavior that doesn’t justify such stupidity. She grabs on his arm and tries to lift. Looks 

like that, after stomped, the body is heavier. 

– By the love of God – she shouted at his face –, what is going on? Are you crazy to 

die? 



Jayce lifts laughing from the fun that had with Raboot, looking like to ignore Anne’s 

despair; on true, he is just silly and isn’t with bad moods. He lifts, cleans himself and 

looks at her. His eyes are crazily with bright of joy, but Anne is almost killing his attempt 

of suicide. 

– I know that it’s strange and new for you – stranger than new for her. She is 

dumbfounded – I know that’s crazy, but I met that giant Raboot on that way. I told that I 

visited here to witness the horizon, the peace and the tranquility that the place can provide, 

and was on that day that I saw that big Pokémon wandering at sea. I was watching the sea 

when he appeared behind the mountains; I got scared at first moment, but he demonstrated 

to be friendly. Rare to find a Raboot that isn’t naughty – he laughed and recovered the 

air. – We passed a little time and I offered myself to try a weird taste that I have. I asked 

him to lift his paw while I go under it and caress. He thought very strange at first moment, 

but with time he began enjoying. So, we passed the day with me under his paw caressing 

and kissing, loving to be under a fluffy and soft sole. 

In the face of this argument, it’s veridic that Jayce needs to be committed to an asylum 

and urgent. Just in dreams that the person meets a giant creature and at exact first day 

they began playing their weird fetishes, soon the paw. Anne is still confused that she has 

a friend like that, but demonstrated surprised and is difficult to keep relieved before a 

giant rabbit. If the legends are real, Raboot must be the one that they mistook. 

What more scares her isn’t the giant rabbit; again, is the Jayce’s expression that more 

looks like a psychopath than a crazy friend of strange adventures. 

– Are you serious that you met him on that way? – Anne asked confused trading the 

looks between him and the giant paw. – It’s insane! 

– Put insane on it! – he smiled, what scares her more. – Why don’t you give a try? – a 

ask that made Anne jumps back. 

– Are you crazy? – she shouted. – If does he kill? 

– He won’t do it – he laughs as it was comfortable for her. – He is pretty. He won’t do 

evilness with us. 

It’s difficult to put the hand on the fire on that delicate moment. Anne looks withdrawn 

before the giant Raboot that doesn’t speak; he just looks at them with the eyes still in 

doubt what can be the next wish to do coming from the human. 



More ridiculous than that, impossible to report. 

 


